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Bill S!22, an Act which declared the Canadian Horse as 
the National Horse of Canada, passed its third and final 
reading in parliament on April 24, 2002. After seven long 
years and many attempts by numerous dedicated owners 

and supporters, the Canadian Horse was finally 
recognized as the National Horse of Canada. 
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Atlantic District

To preserve, promote and protec! 

the breed of hors" 

known as the Canadian Horse. 

The Canadian Horse / le cheval canadien is one of 
Canada’s best kept secrets. This sturdy, all!purpose 
type arrived in Quebec in the late 1600’s, and was 
descended from some of King Louis XIV’s best 

horses, thought to include Norman, Breton, Arab, 
Spanish!Barb and Andalusian blood. The heartiest 
of these french horses survived tough conditions of 

hard use, sparse feed, and extreme weather to 
become easy!keeping and exceptionally strong 
animals, traits that earned them the nick!name 

“Little Iron Horse”. Eventually, they evolved into 
the Canadian horse, a breed that is now known to 

be genetically distinct from all other popular racing 
and riding breeds in existence today. 

!elebra"ng 20 years 
in 2015! 
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Canadian Horse owners of Atlantic Canada met 
informally in 1991 in Orwell Corners, PEI. With 
private support from individuals, a newsletter 
evolved, and over the next few years, interest in 
the Canadian Horse grew. In 1995, the club, 
“Canadian Horse Breeders ! Atlantic District” was 
formed, and was recognized as the district club of 
the national association.

Anyone with an interest in the Canadian Horse is 
welcome as a member, and most people find 
Canadian Horse ownership to be contagious and 
soon want one of their own! Club members use 
their horses for work, for competition, and for 
pleasure, both under saddle and in harness. We 
may be far apart, but we maintain a network of 
support and information sharing, and each year 
our annual meeting is less like business, and more 
like a reunion of old friends.  

The club has organized a variety of clinics as well 
as conformation and fun shows, and in 2002 a 
“Versatility Program” was launched to recognize 
Canadian horses which help promote the breed by 
performing in a variety of disciplines. 

Since 1991, members of the Canadian Horse Breeders # Atlantic Distric! have supported local 
breeders and promoted the breed of Canadian Horse throughout the Atlantic Provinces. It is 

now possible to find Canadian Horses competing successfully in many equestrian disciplines, in 
venues throughout our region: from western and english riding, to pleasure and cross country 

driving... because of the versatility of the Canadian Horse, you’ll find them everywhere!  

About the club...


